HERE ARE THE LINKS FOR THAT ISLAND WITH THE DHARMA WHEEL NEXT TO WHERE THE BUDAPEST GIANT WAS LOCATED. (I COULD NOT GET THE DIRECT GOOGLE MAP LINK TO WORK IN PDF. MIGHT HAVE TO COPY/PASTE--PROBABLY HAVE TO DO THIS WITH A FEW OTHER LINKS ALSO---SORRY ABOUT THAT)

https://www.google.com/maps/@47.5282459,19.0484774,2088m/data=!3m1!1e3

2-22-15

A CONFIRMATION OF THE WHOLE DHARMA WHEEL--GIANT IN BUDAPEST--CERN CONNECTION. BUDAPEST JUST ATTRACTS THAT SPIRIT---THAT IS WHY THERE IS A DHARMA WATER WHEEL THERE IN THE FIRST PLACE.

"Scientists shocked after CT scan of 1,000-year-old Buddha statue reveal mummified remains of meditating monk '...

"The mummy is identified as the mummified body of the Buddhist master Liuquan---After the scan, the mummy was taken to Budapest, where it will be on display at the Hungarian Natural History Museum until May 2015."

http://www.thisiscolossal.com/2015/02/buddah-mummy/

SO HERE IS ETYMOLOGY ETC OF THE MUMMY NAME LIUQUAN
NOW IN BUDAPEST--THE SAME PLACE WITH THE GIANT SCULPTURE...

NAME: LIU
USAGE: Chinese
Means "to kill". This was the surname of Chinese emperors of the Han dynasty.

QUAN:
Chinese: from the state of Quan, which existed during the Shang dynasty. The name of the state is identical to a word meaning 'power'.

OR:
QUAN--First name origins & meanings:
Chinese: Goddess of compassion

TALK ABOUT CONFIRMATION IN THE ETYMOLOGY. HERE WE SEE "GODDESS WITH POWER TO KILL". "THE DESTROYER OF WORLDS"! OR SHIVA (FEMININE ASPECT). THESE ARE MANIFESTATIONS OF THE ISIS DEATH WITCH ALL RELATED TO DIANA/ARTEMIS FEMININE SHIVA ETC. MANY FACES--MANY NAMES--IDENTIFIED IN ACTS AS DIANA/ARTEMIS.

Etymology LIU:
Latin: locus
place, spot (a specific location)
a passage of literature
a region or general geographic area

LOCUS IS WAY TOO CLOSE TO LOCUST (BOTTOMLESS PIT--CERN) TO IGNORE. I EVEN FOUND THIS ABOUT THE ETYMOLOGY OF LOCUST:
Noun
locust (plural locusts)
A type of grasshopper in the family Acrididae...
Usage notes:
sometimes confused with locus
ONE MORE EXAMPLE:

"Quan Yin, the Sacrificial Savior"
"...Instinctively many people in the West who love God the Mother turn to Quan Yin. ....Her cult is probably the most important surviving form of the ancient cultus. In this respect, Quan Yin is closely related to Persephone, the Sacrificial Daughter and to the various ancient sacrificial Goddesses, such as Ishtar and Inanna."

....."Thus the Hindus recite the thousand names of the goddess Lalita or the 108 names of Sri Mahalakshmi; the Chinese speak of Quan Yin as "the Lady of ten thousand names" and the goddess Isis said to Apuleius in the second century AD ... my name, my divinity, is adored throughout all the world in various manners, by various customs and under many names...”

ACTS 19:27 So that not only this our craft is in danger to be set at nought; but also that the temple of the great goddess Diana should be despised, and her magnificence should be destroyed, whom all Asia and the world worshippeth.

2-28-15

STEPHEN I WAS WATCHING A VIDEO ON CASEY’S UTUBE CHANNEL AND I SAW A NUMBER PATTERN WHILE HE WAS GOING OVER HIS MATERIAL. I HAVE OBSERVED WHAT I WILL CALL AN "OUROBOROS NUMBER PATTERN". HERE IS HOW IT WORKS: 88 X2 IS 176, 888 X2 IS 1776, 8888 X2 IS 17,776, 88888 X2 IS 177,776 ETC. NO MATTER HOW FAR OUT THIS PATTERN IS TAKEN IT REMAINS THE SAME---THE FIRST NUMBER BEING A 1 AND THE LAST BEING A 6. 1 AND 6 ADDS TO ANOTHER 7. SO WITHIN THIS PATTERN WE SEE THAT THE FIRST AND LAST NUMBERS "WRAP AROUND" SO TO SPEAK TO GIVE ANOTHER NUMBER 7. IN THIS FORMULA WE SEE A COMPLETION HERE THAT GIVES A "CIRCLE OF SEVENS" BY ADDING THE FIRST AND LAST NUMBERS---LIKE THE SNAKE BITING IT’S TAIL. IT’S ALSO A CIRCULAR PATTERN LIKE CERN. AMERICA IS PART OF
THIS SATANIC OUROBOROS. THE LAND OF THE PLUMED SERPENT "FOUNDED" IN 1776--THE OUROBOROS NUMBER. SO NOW WE SEE THIS TO GO ALONG WITH ALL THE STUFF ABOUT THE TIME RIVER AND HOW THAT "RIVER OF CONTROVERSY" IS RIGHT HERE IN AMERICA AND AMERICA IS HOME TO THE “1776 TIME LOOP OUROBOROS”....

3-1-15
CERN SPECULATION:
http://www.stevequayle.com/index.php?s=33&d=1337

3-2-15:
CHECK THIS OUT...
I KNEW WHEN LEONARD NIMOY RECENTLY PASSED WAY THAT THE PHRASE "SPOCK MUST DIE" SOUNDED VERY FAMILIAR, BUT I COULD NOT PLACE IT---SO MUCH STUFF I JUST CAN'T KEEP TRACK. THEN WHILE I WAS LOOKING AT SOMETHING ABOUT CERN I FOUND IT! SO THAT BEING SAID--- ONE THING I DID NOT MENTION IN THAT CERN ESSAY WAS PARTICLES GOING FASTER THAN THE SPEED OF LIGHT WITH "VIRTUAL MASS" CALLED TACHYONS. ....

SO HERE WE GO AGAIN WITH THE NAMING OF THINGS FROM SO CALLED “STORIES”. JUST LIKE FINNEGAN'S WAKE AND THE QUARK!

WIKIPEDIA:
"...the term "tachyon" was coined by Gerald Feinberg in a 1967 paper titled "Possibility of Faster-Than-Light Particles". He had been inspired by the science-fiction story "Beep" by James Blish...."

SO WHO IS JAMES BLISH?
"James Benjamin Blish (May 23, 1921 – July 30, 1975) was an American author of fantasy and science fiction."

HERE IS WHAT HE WROTE!
"Spock Must Die! is a novel on the American science fiction television series Star Trek: The Original Series. The novel details the creation of a tachyon copy of Spock to investigate the destruction of the Organians; Scotty tinkers with the transporter. He develops a method to make a temporary tachyon copy of a crewman that could be transported a much greater distance than the standard range of a transporter beam. Spock is chosen, but a permanent duplicate is created unexpectedly upon transportation."

"The novel was written by James Blish, who had written the adaptations of the television episodes. It was the only original novel for adults based on the franchise until 1976's Spock, Messiah!"

"Spock, Messiah! is the second original novel based on the universe of the American television series, Star Trek. Spock refuses to return to the ship and declares himself to be the messiah of the planet."

SO NOW HERE WE SEE SOMETHING ABOUT A SUBATOMIC PARTICLE (TACHYON) AND THE CREATION OF A DOUBLE! IN THE STORY THERE IS SPOCK AND "ANTISPOCK". A DOUBLE IS CREATED AND IN THE NEXT SERIES HE CLAIMS TO BE THE MESSIAH. ANTICHRIST OUT OF THE BOTTOMLESS PIT OF CERN. A "DOUBLE" OR ANTI. ALL HAVING SOMETHING TO DO WITH SUBATOMIC PARTICLES--AGAIN. AND NAMED FROM A "STORY BOOK"…AGAIN.

ALL THIS WITCHCRAFT OF CERN REQUIRES THE "DEATH OF SPOCK" JUST LIKE WHAT THEY WROTE---FORECASTING THEIR DEVICES. HE IS ONE OF THEIR SACRIFICES. WHAT THE HECK ARE THE ODDS THAT IN THE PAST FEW DAYS WE HAVE BEEN TALKING ABOUT THE ENTIRE SUBJECT AND SPOCK JUST HAPPENS TO PASS AWAY…. ?

3-3-15
STEPHEN THE HOLY SPIRIT LITERALLY WOKE ME FROM SLEEP AND I FELT LIKE I WAS TOLD TO GO CHECK THE NEWS! THIS IS WHAT I FOUND. THIS DISCOVERY CAN'T BE A COINCIDENCE. THE TIMING IS NOT AN ACCIDENT IN CONTEXT OF THE CERN STUDIES AND THE SHIVA STATUE!


NEXT IS THIS RELATIONSHIP:
(THIS GOES BACK TO THE HEBREW LETTERS ETC. THAT I SPOKE ABOUT IN RELATIONSHIP TO CERN SUCH AS ALEPH/TAV AND WHAT I WROTE ABOUT “SPEAK THE NAME” AND WHAT CERN IS TRYING TO DO!)

"KOOF - 19TH LETTER OF THE HEBREW ALPHABET"

KOOF also means 'monkey', implying a false imitation of man. It is said that if a Jew strays too far from the service of God during his lifetime on earth, or becomes too vain, he will end his life as a monkey. The monkey symbolizes emptiness, the epitome of vanity. This is exemplified in the Torah by the building of the Tower of Babel. As punishment for their disobedience in building the Tower, God turned the people into apes and demons.


AND FINALLY:

HANUMAN! THE MONKEY GOD SHIVA (OF CERN…!)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hanuman

ANTISPOCK--"THE IMITATION MESSIAH".

WHAT ARE THE ODDS THAT HANUMAN/SHIVA WOULD BE ‘A NU 8 MAN‘….? OR CONSIDERING THAT WE ARE DEALING WITH A MONKEY MAN HERE AND 8 KIND OF SOUNDS LIKE APE YOU COULD SAY IT IS A NU APE MAN…. AND THE GIANT APE WOULD BE KING KONG---THE ONE WHO TRIED TO CLIMB THE TOWER. …..HA HA.

3-3-15

THERE WAS JUST A GOOD Sized QUAKE IN SUMATRA (ARTEMUS BACKWARDS!).

Magnitude 6.1 earthquake, Southern Sumatra, Indonesia

http://earthquake-report.com/2015/03/03/very-strong-earthquake-southern-sumatra-indonesia-on-march-3-2015/

QUAKE IS IN INDONESIA---THIS IS AN ANCIENT LAND OF SHIVA. VERY LAND OF HANUMAN!

--“JAKARTA, INDONESIA, January 7, 2010: Archaeologists have found a statue of Nandi, the sacred bull that carried the Hindu God Shiva..”

--“1000 years old Hindu Temple FOUND--Indonesia’s HINDU past” ..Archaeologists in Indonesia have uncovered a 1,000-year-old temple that could shed light on the country’s Hindu past. ….The intricately carved statues and reliefs are some of the best preserved in Indonesia, but the dig is being conducted under tight security to protect the site…”

DID YOU CATCH THE DAILYMAIL ARTICLE ABOUT THE CANNIBAL MEN OF SHIVA?

NOTICE THE TIMING OF ALL OF THIS. FOR EXAMPLE, THERE ARE ALWAYS QUAKES IN INDONESIA ETC. IT’S THE TIMING OF ALL THESE THINGS.… THEY ARE NOT A COINCIDENCE.

MIKHAEL G.